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KNX push button interface universal, 4-fold 111900

Gira
111900
4010337119005 EAN/GTIN

48,33 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 3-5 days* (GBR)

Uni button interface 4-fold 111900 bus system KNX, other bus systems without, mounting type flush-mounted, number of inputs 4, protection class (IP) IP20, KNX universal
button interface 4-fold flush-mounted binary inputs, can be used in a deep device box (60 mm deep) behind a conventional switch button, for connecting potential-free contacts.
The switching processes of potential-free contacts are implemented in KNX telegrams. The inputs can be assigned to different functions or blocked independently of one
another. The inputs can be parameterized as outputs (max. 2 mA). Features: Blocking object for blocking individual inputs. Behavior when bus voltage returns can be
parameterized separately for each input. Telegram rate limitation. Two independent switching objects available for each input and can be activated individually, command can
be set independently on rising and falling edges (ON, OFF, TOGGLE, no reaction), cyclic sending of the switching objects can be selected depending on the edge or depending
on the object value. Single-surface and dual-surface operation, time between dimming and switching and dimming step width adjustable, telegram repetition and stop telegram
sending possible. Command can be set on a rising edge (no function, UP, DOWN, TOGGLE), operating concept can be parameterized (Step - Move - Step or Move - Step),
time between short and long-term operation can be set, slat adjustment time can be set. Function of value transmitter and light scene extension:: Edge (button as make
contact, push button as break contact, switch) and value at edge can be parameterized, value adjustment for button via long key press for value transmitter possible, light
scene extension with memory function also saving the scene without prior retrieval possible. Function of temperature value transmitter and brightness value transmitter: Edge
and value can be parameterized, value adjustment possible with a long key press. Pulse counter function: Edge for pulse counting and interval time for counter reading transfer
can be parameterized, edge of the synchronous signal for resetting the counter reading and switching telegram can be set when the synchronous signal arrives. Switching
counter function: Edge for counting the signals at the input and maximum counter reading can be selected, step size for counter reading output and telegram can be
parameterized when the maximum counter reading is reached. Function as a switching output: Behavior in the event of bus voltage failure and recovery, switch-on or switch-off
delay or timer function, output clocking (flashing of an LED). Flush-mounted binary input 4-fold. The four inputs...
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